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Installation details

Location:   a condominium in Colombier, Neuchâtel, Switzerland

Model:   Vulcan S50

REMINDER:  At the last general assembly, a study was requested on the quality of water with a high limestone content and on 
possible measures to reduce scaling. 

The Vulcan system was installed on June 18. The users were contacted on 19 August. Their main comments are listed below. (The 
numbers correspond to people who gave their opinions.)

1. TEST : Saucepan 

Boil water in a saucepan. Let cool. Repeat the operation at least 
5 times in a row. Limescale that has settled in the pan can be 
easily cleaned with a damp cloth or sponge.

Benefit: Vinegar or lemon acid products are no longer useful.

Comment :

"Tested and true." 

"I confirm that for the pots and the kettle, the limescale is easily 
cleaned without extra product."

2. TEST : The bathroom  

Do not clean the taps for 4-5 days. Limestone deposits will simply 
be removed with a damp cloth, without any other product.

Benefit: Expensive and strong descaling products become 
useless.

Comment :

"I usually squeegee after every shower... and we clean the cabin 
thoroughly every two weeks. Despite this, limestone marks had 
appeared on the edges and in some places. These marks no 
longer exist since the installation of the new system. Impressive!"

"The taps and the cabin are much easier to clean. The same goes 
for the glass walls."

3. TEST : Evaporation 

Fill a small container with water and let it evaporate.  Limescale 
deposits will be visible at the bottom of the container and will be 
simply easy to remove. Simple and safe visualization of efficiency.

Comment :

"True."

"...I did this test and frankly the limescale hardly clings and you 
just had to use a sponge to clean the glass..."

4. TEST : Reduction of cleaning and maintenance products

Aggressive and chemical cleaning agents to remove lime stains, 
as well as water softeners can be reduced considerably. This 
saves you money and also helps to protect the environment.

Comment : 

"Cleaning products are still necessary but less."

You yourself know the limescale problem areas in your house 
or apartment best. Pay special attention to these areas and you 
will soon see the difference (coffee machine tank, shower cabin, 
etc.).

Comment :

1. "… the water tank of our coffee machine stays clean longer 
and the taste of water in the kitchen is better! We didn’t drink it 
any more because of the unpleasant taste, and I’ve been drinking 
it again recently.. ..."

2. "… Indeed the corners of the shower cabin are easier to wash ..."

3. "... Overall we are satisfied and for the conservation of this 
device. ..."

4. "… For our part we find that there is a difference thanks to the 
Vulcan, even if we expected perhaps even more … we find that 
the skin is less attacked after the shower ...  So we are in favour 
of keeping it ..."

5. "I am in favor of this purchase. "

6. "... The water tank of the coffee machine does not build up 
limescale any more; it is easy to clean without any product … I 
am in favor of this purchase."

Christian Berger
Administrator


